Activities report for 2013 (1)

- New LMAG in the Germany Section founded
- Egypt LMAG formation in progress
- **Israel**: 2 “Technical Fridays”
- **Switzerland**: 3 meetings
- **Croatia**: 2 meetings
- **Spain**: 3 meetings. Active in Secondary Schools.
- **France**: Held activities but did not report yet.
- **Hungary**: Active but no reports.
Activities report for 2013 (2)

- **Italy** LMAG Chair has reported that he returns to activity
- **UKRI** LMAG working on Milestones and holds meetings
- **Greece** LMAG inactive 2013, already 2 meetings in 2014
- Incited proposal for an IEEE Milestone on Israel satellite
- Appointed LMC Liaison to SC14. Proposed activity program
LM activities plan for 2014

- Establish the Egypt LM Group
- Formation of 2 new LMAAGs (Benelux and ?)
- Contacting R8 LMAAG Chairs at SC14 (if budget and fee waiving will be provided)
- Possibly contact R8 LMs at Foundation Lunch
- Continuing personal contact with R8 LMs by “e-notice letter” (as in 2013). LM Page in R8 News
- Getting R8 Life Members involved in activity towards HISTELCON 2015